Web-session:

DRAFT-PROGRAM
Promoting space at regional level/Public Outreach: Mobile Exhibitions in regions “Space
Girls Space Women” and “Space for a Sustainable World” on Wednesday, 7th October
2020, 14.00h
(Online event, 45 min. – 1h)

Target group: NEREUS-members interested in space promotion and public outreach, regions who
hosted the exhibition “Space Girls Space Women”, all NEREUS-members interested in an
up-date on “Space for Sustainability” to which NEREUS is a sponsoring partner; regions
interested to host the future exposition “Space for Sustainability”,
Objectives:
 Updating members about the work in the area of promoting space at the regional level and public
outreach and next steps;
 Sharing experiences and explaining benefits of both initiatives for members;
 Networking and mobilizing interregional collaborations;
Draft –Program:
-

Brief impulse presentation “What is SPACE GIRLS SPACE WOMEN about & why NEREUS decided
to become a partner” by Roya Ayazi, NEREUS Secretary General

-

Interview with its co-creators of the exhibition Fiorella Coliolo and Benoit Delplanque

-

Short impulse statements by 4 hosting regions sharing their experience: Wallonia (Nathalie
Stéphenne, Public Service Wallonia), Madrid (Teresa Barbado Salmerón, Fundación para el
Conocimiento madri+d), The Azores (Francisco L. Wallenstein F.M. Macedo, Government of the
Azores, Secretaria Regional do Mar, Ciência e Tecnologia), Abruzzo (Lucia Marinangeli, Universita'
G. d'Annunzio)

-

The exhibition as a tool to motivate women working for space: Brief intervention by Marie
Jagaille, the coordinator of ‘Women in Copernicus’ project supported by the EU-funded project
CoRdiNet (2-3 min);

-

Questions/Comments by participants to SPACE GIRLS SPACE WOMEN (moderated discussion)

-

Brief introduction of the new initiative “Space for a Sustainable World” and why NEREUS became
a sponsoring partner by Roya Ayazi, NEREUS Secretary General

-

Views of other sponsoring partners: CNES (tbc)

-

Interview with its co-creators of the exhibition Fiorella Coliolo and Benoit Delplanque

-

Questions/Comments by participants (moderated discussion)

-

Closing

